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GIANTO CLASSIC

basic colors

colors/structure
(mat finish)

Collection: Classic
Brand:

nuno’ni
corten brown

The classic flower pot in a big size. Gianto is made from polyethylene so it’s durable and resistant to any damage and UV rays. It keeps the same shape and colour for years. This planter is perfect for urban space creations.

MODEL

DIMENSIONS

CAPACITY

WEIGHT

GIANTO 55

Ø 55 x 55 cm

110 l

6 kg

GIANTO 80

Ø 75 x 75 cm

270 l

12 kg

GIANTO 95

Ø 95 x 95 cm

500 l

20 kg

GIANTO 120

Ø 120 x 120 cm

750 l

33 kg

GIANTO 55 D*

Ø 55 x 55 cm

50 l

6 kg

GIANTO 80 D*

Ø 75 x 75 cm

170 l

12 kg

GIANTO 95D*

Ø 95 x 95 cm

360 l

20 kg

GIANTO 120 D*

Ø 120 x 120 cm

400 l

33 kg

A POT
DIFFERENT
THAN ANY
OTHER
Polyethylene furniture and pots become more and more
popular in Poland as well as other European countries.
The decorations are resistant to the vaious weather
conditions, UV rays, and acts of vandalism, so the city
can be beautiful all year round and in the colors you
have chosen.

Do you know that...?
A wide range of
colors

Resistant to the
weather
conditions

1200 mm
Waterproof
950 mm
750 mm

100%
recyclable

Resistant
to mechanical
damage

Mobile

550 mm

Gianto pots are made of polyethylene
- a material strong enough not to bend
to unfavorable urban conditions.
Cracks or scratches will not appear
on the surface of the containers, making
them resistant to any acts of vandalism
and weather conditions.

*double bottom
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GIANTO SITO

basic colors

colors/structure
(mat finish)

Collection: Urbano
Brand: TERRA

A trendy flower container with a round base and a bottom adjusted to the transport with a fork lift. A special
grooves make the movement and setting of the pot easy and fast. Durable materials from which Gianto was
made guarantee high resistance to mechanical damage, UV rays and unfavorable weather conditions. Gianto
gives maximum possibilities: it can be a sandbox, a table, a place of rest…

corten brown

A wide rim of the pot is not only a decorative element! Thanks to a unique project, Gianto Sito not only can be
a plant container but also a comfortable seat. Some relax in the surroundings of nature without leaving the city
center? It is possible!

MODEL

DIMENSIONS

CAPACITY

WEIGHT

GIANTO SITO D*

Ø 180 x 70 cm

510 L

65 kg

GIANTO SITO

Ø 180 x 70 cm

1020 L

60 kg

PLANTERS
WITH BENCH
SEATING
It will work in places, which do not have any access to natural ground
though they need some elements of nature and an additional seating.
Thanks to the highest quality material, from which the Gianto Sito was
made, it will handle all weather conditions. it is resistant to the rain, snow,
wind, and UV rays. Additionally, it shows high resistance and durability to
mechanical damage.

Do you know that…?
A wide range of
colors

Resistant to the
weather
conditions

Waterproof

100%
recyclable

Resistant
to mechanical
damage

Mobile

700 mm

Gianto pots are made of polyethylene - a material
strong enough not to bend to unfavorable urban
conditions. Cracks or scratches will not appear
on the surface of the containers, making them
resistant to any acts of vandalism and weather
conditions.

*double bottom
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GIANTO TABLO

basic colors

colors/structure
(mat finish)

Collection: Urbano
Brand: TERRA

corten brown

A big flower container for the urban space and not only. Made from the material of the highest quality, it is
exceptionally durable and resistant to the influence of external factors. A flower pot with a round base and a
bottom adjusted to the transport with a fork lift- its setting is easy and fast. Gianto can be used in many different
ways: it can be a flower container or even a table!

The Gianto Tablo pot is a real hybrid - it combines
classics and modernity. On the one hand, it has a wellknown shape that works in any conditions. On the other - extraordinary use of the pot: as a city table. It is an
ideal flower planter for common spaces. An appropriate
size, durable materials and functionality are its greatest
advantages.

Thanks to various sizes, the pot can be used in many different ways, for example, as a big table, at which you
can eat, work or read.

MODEL

DIMENSIONS

CAPACITY

WEIGHT

GIANTO TABLO D*

Ø 180 x 120 cm

510 L

95 kg

GIANTO TABLO

Ø 180 x 120 cm

1840 L

90 kg

SHAPE&
FUNCTION

1200 mm

A wide range of
color

100%
recyclable

Resistant to the
weather
conditions

Waterproof

Resistant
to mechanical
damage

Mobile

Do you know that?
A specially developed Gianto base allows for
easy transport of a planter with a pallet truck - its
bottom has been equipped in grooves giving the
possibility of any movement.

*double bottom
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GIANTO GRANDE

basic colors

colors/structure
(mat finish)

Collection: Urbano
Brand: TERRA

corten brown

The largest urban pot from the collection. This big plant container also can be planted with larger shrubs and
trees. Convenient delivery of decorations to the site is provided by special grooves for the forklift.It is a great
solution for the most extensive spaces lacking natural elements.
The solid XXL pot made of polyethylene not only perfectly fits into the green trend of cities but also it is resistant
to mechanical damage and UV radiation – a great choice for many years.

MODEL

DIMENSIONS

CAPACITY

WEIGHT

GIANTO GRANDE D*

Ø 180 x 160 cm

510 L

120 kg

GREAT
GREENERY
FOR YOUR
CITY
The new version of the Gianto pot. Although the youngest, it is the largest - the Gianto Grande model has great
potential! No wonder, because it is as much as 160 cm
- this huge, but light pot with a classic shape is a sign of
significant changes in space.

1600 mm

GIANTO GRANDE

Ø 180 x 160 cm

A wide range of
color

100%
recyclable

2690 L

115 kg

Resistant to the
weather
conditions

Waterproof

Resistant
to mechanical
damage

Mobile

Do you know that?
The size will allow you to plant the largest plants,
also in places without a natural substrate or just
above the underground parking lot.

*double bottom
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PLANE RING LUX

basic colors

Urbano Collection
Brand: Terra

colors/structure
(mat finish)

corten brown

A big pot in the shape of a bowl by Terra is made form solid and light polyethylene. Its finish in the form of a
decorative ring on the top creates the most trendy bench with the function of a flower container in the surroundings. It is an extremely durable and functional flower pot, perfect as a decorative element of municipalities,
universities and offices.

MODEL

DIMENSIONS (MM)

CAPACITY

WEIGHT

PLANE RING LUX

Ø 2300 x 450 h

555 L

80 kg

PLANE RING LUX D

Ø 2300 x 450 h

455 L

90 kg

FORM&

COLOUR

A bowl of possibilities! This original pot distinguishes not only its size, but also its form. A round base expands upwards and is finished with
a decorative ring. As the icing on the cake - its
intense color will enliven any surroundings. The
decoration is just perfect for modern spaces that
lack natural accents and color accessories.

Do you know that…
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A wide range of
color

Resistant to the
weather
conditions

Waterproof

100%
recyclable

Resistant
to mechanical
damage

heavy and
stable

450 mm

Plane Ring Lux planters are made of polyethylene - a material strong enough not to bend to
unfavorable urban conditions. Cracks or scratches
will not appear on the surface of the containers,
making them resistant to any acts of vandalism
and weather conditions.
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www.terraformdesign.eu

TerraForm - a brand of Terra Group

